9.6 HZ

THE EARTH HAS A PULSE TOO...
TUNE INTO IT.

WHY 9.6 HZ ?

Why 9.6 Hz?
I was introduced to electromedicine in 1996 through a lecture at the
Whole Life Expo in Las Vegas by a researcher in his 70’s named Bob
Beck. I bought the blood pulser (silver pulser) and strong magnetic
pulser and haven’t had the flu since.
Neither has my Mom (and she’s just used colloidal silver for 18
years…not the blood electrification or strong pulser). But I travel a
lot and spend time in 3rd world countries and can tell you those two
items have saved my azz more than just a couple of times. You can
buy those products through www.sota.com
Back in 1996 my first engineer built a strong magnetic pulser and
the blood pulser though Bob’s open source plans and gave them
to his uncle in March of 1997 after he was sent home from hospital
to die of terminal cancer within 2-3 months. At Thanksgiving dinner
8 months later, my engineer said not only was his uncle still alive,
but he looked healthier than anyone else there for dinner. You can
see most of existing Bob Beck videos at our Bob Beck page. See
other peoples’ testimonials using the Bob Beck protocol on various
ailments through this YouTube® search.
During a taped interview of Bob I was listening to in 1998 I heard
him describe an experiment he did in the 1950’s or 60’s after he’d
become interested in Schumann waves. In an effort to see if the
terrestrial Earth had a frequency that was similar to or different than
Schumann, Beck drove 2 metal rods 20 feet into the ground, hooked
them up to an amplifier and then through an oscilloscope.
He discovered that the Earth did have a resonating frequency and
it was 9.6 Hz. I had already identified a clear pattern around 10 Hz
in the Eastern European literature where results were FAR better
than other frequencies and had already begun working on electric
stimulation systems of 10 Hz. In 1999 I modified my microcurrent
stimulation system to 9.6 Hz feeling that it was no coincidence that
the Earth had a pulse rate of 9.6 Hz.
In 2001 I began designing the EarthPulse™ v.1 electromagnet at 9.6
Hz pulsed square wave. In 2002 filed patent on it and began selling
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/ testing them achieving spectacular results and receiving rave reviews. It was designed specifically for Parkinson’s and other neurological issues before I discovered that it was repairing my severely
injured left rotator cuff (22 dislocations over 16 years) that had rendered my left arm somewhat useless.
You can see video documentation of what 9.6 Hz did for Parkinson’s
clients in 2002 on our YouTube® channel, there is a Parkinson’s
play-list there. I’d always felt the older analog EP’s had better effect
on Parkinson’s and now with the Manual Mode it is possible to set
controller dead-on 9.6 Hz.
Some interesting data on 10 Hz is contained in this 2003 study by
NASA/Goodwin (and patent filed later by NASA) on a PEMF system
at or around Earth-based amplitude of 1/2 Gauss. Before sanitizing
the study they included data on 5 Hz/10 Hz/15 Hz. What they found
was 5 and 15 Hz doubled tissue regeneration, but 10 Hz quadrupled
it (nice bell shaped curve).
Curiously, at about 20 some-odd days the 10 Hz tissue sample reverted to a developmental genetic signature (previously mature).
Some 120+ maturity genes turned off, and 120+ developmental ones
turned on. See the 10 Hz bibliography on our website in sidebar
for more substantiation and my treatise MoreATP: The Mitochondrial
Theory of Aging in Reverse.
That NASA based system is now sold under the name SomaPulse
w/ two coils at 130 peak gauss (at tip of spike) for $1390. Curiously it
currently has two settings at 5 Hz and 100 Hz not even offering a 10
Hz setting any longer. Either there was a patent infringement issue at
10 Hz or they’re playing hide the ball and don’t want you to have the
benefit as proven by the NASA/Goodwin study above. So be it. Our
current systems output 650 Gauss (per magnet).
Now 13 years after our v.1 system set at 9.6 Hz and some 10,000 clients later, an interesting new discovery about 9.6 Hz (that may hold
the key to why it works so well).
Two separate articles about healing effects of 432 Hz crossed my
desk twice in one week. Since I don’t believe in coincidence I imme-
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-diately began researching 432 Hz. As it turns out the A-musical note
had been tuned to 432 Hz back in the days of Brahms and Mozart
and somewhere along the line the Illuminati (or Hitler) depending
on what you read, re-tuned music’s A-note to 440 Hz to remove the
healing-soothing effect of music. Take that with a grain of salt.
Without getting into specifics of the research (you can find plenty of
articles on Google/YouTube), since I designed the EarthPulse™ with
vertical rise pulsed square waveform, we know EarthPulse™ creates
harmonics. So I thought I’d see how the harmonics of 9.6 Hz looked
in relation to 432 Hz.
Without getting into a discussion of the gazillion sine waves making
up each square wave we’ll keep it simple and just use 9.6 Hz. So, as
it turns out 432 / 9.6 = dead on 45; and if you’re into numerology 4 +
5 = 9. Very curious i thought.
Then going a bit deeper into these healing tones, I found a number
of interesting articles on 528 Hz and healing effect on DNA. After
finding a number of articles indicating some possible value, I thought
I’d see how the harmonics of 9.6 Hz related to 528 Hz. Drum-roll
please...528 / 9.6 = bang on 55; and if your into numerology 5 + 5 =
10.
Did i mention I don’t believe in coincidence?
So in early December (2014) I began setting my v.5 system for sleep
using the new manual mode set at 9.6 Hz and it’s the first time since
analog v.1/v.2 that I’m sleeping just 6 hours and waking up long before the alert phase begins to kick in (not wanting to stay in bed any
longer). And I LOVE to sleep! This is the first time since going digital
in 2005 that this has happened. Becker hit the nail on the head back
in 2002 and admittedly I’d faltered at bit. It’s nice to be back on track!
RECOVER-MODE for those without intimate knowledge is our digital
mode centered at 9.6 Hz (spending 1/2 it’s run-time at 9.6 Hz and
rest of the time floating up to 10.1 Hz and floating down to 9.1 Hz).
I’d never have thought this slight float off of 9.6 Hz would have such
a less-dramatic effect on the recovery that I’d come to expect from
the analog EP versions set at 9.6 Hz.
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What happens to Delta-rhythm sleep at 9.6 Hz (or Recover-Mode)?
End of May 2002 I began sleeping nightly at 9.6 Hz using the analog versions of EarthPulse™. Around March 2005 our first digital
versions were completed and I switched to sleeping every night in
RECOVER-MODE; using SLEEP-3 as a last resort on the odd night
per month I couldn’t fall asleep. .
It could be that those of us that have been sleeping in RECOVER-MODE for years have a certain amount of brain-wave float into
Delta, however I tend to believe more strongly that this pulse repetition rate itself replaces the need for Delta-rhythm sleep altogether.
It is well known that body needs adequate Delta sleep for proper
immune function, memory consolidation, hormone synthesis and
physiological repair. Scientists have never been able to put their
finger on exactly why. They’re still studying fruit flies to determine
why we need sleep in the first place!
I’ve said in the past and believe more strongly now than ever, that
the physiological requirement of sleep is to save energy and sequester it for repair mechanisms. Around 8 hours of sleep overall to
allow enough Delta state (approximately 1/3 of the sleep-cycle) so
enough energy can be sequestered to do an adequate job.
In other words the average person requires from 2-3 hours of Delta-rhythm sleep each night to sequester enough energy through
lack of brain function, breathing, heart-beat and motion to reach
the threshold where enough energy is there for these repair mechanisms to be adequately addressed. Adequately,...meaning you’re
going to age “normally”. I want to age far slower than normal.
RECOVER-MODE and 9.6 Hz especially cause so much MoreATP
I’m convinced less sleep is necessary overall, and certainly less
Delta-rhythm (if any) is required. 9.6 Hz particularly so. While It may
take you some time to be able to sleep in Recover-mode, it is certainly worth the effort. Once you’re able to do that, try 9.6Hz; and
when you use the EP for recovery issues, based upon my recent
rediscovery, DEFINITELY set it for 9.6 Hz rather than RECOVER.
Live long and prosper, Paul F. Becker, Esq.
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